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NEW & NEXT LOCATIONS

THANK YOU, SPLASH FAMILY!

New locations opened and an outlook
at the exciting growth ahead.

A special thank you to everyone in the
company for the hard work and dedication!

TEAM
MEMBER
SPOTLIGHT
SUMMER HUTCHINSON—
Summer has been the location
manager of our Russellville Oil
Change facility, branded as
"SuperFast Oil & Lube", since
accepting the position in the Spring
of 2019.
Summer's story is one of resilience
that has taken many turns along the
way. There aren't many people within
our company that can tout the
experience that Summer possesses,
but what makes her so special to
Splash goes far beyond her technical
skills.
What makes Summer such a special
part of the Splash family is who she
is as a person, as a woman, and as a
leader.
No matter where Summer's career
takes her at Splash, one thing is
certain: SuperFast Lube and the city
of Russellville are better because of
her presence!
Join us in honoring Summer as you
read about her journey to Splash.

"If it wasn't for me coming onto
this company, I don't know if I'd
be the same person I am today!"

To understand her current success, it's
important to first learn about her
formative years as a child. Her resilient
spirit was developed early in life.
In 1993, she was removed from her home a
day before leaving for Idaho and placed in
social services state custody. At a crucial
part in a young woman's life, she was
adopted by her seventh grade teacher,
who took her in as her own and was there
during most of Summer's formative years.
In 2001, Summer was in need of a job.
"WE DON'T JUST CHANGE
Through a temp service, she found Super
Fast Lube and she was eventually hired as OIL, WE'RE THERE FOR EACH
OTHER AND THERE TO TAKE
a ticket writer. Her boss at that time
CARE OF OUR CUSTOMERS."
believed the oil change industry was no
place for a lady and that females couldn't
or shouldn't do that type of work. However, Summer was set on proving him
wrong. Over time she would get bored with ticket-writing so she would ask to
learn to do other things around the shop, like checking tires. Eventually, that
became monotonous, so she requested to learn how to check air filters and
change top oil filters. She went on to follow the same trend until the knowledge
gap diminished between her and the other technicians.

In 2013, she graduated with her Master's
degree, and left SuperFast completely to be a
full-time teacher. Along the way, her hobby of
fitness began to develop. She realized that
being in a classroom wasn't allowing her to be
as active as she was while working on her feet
full-time at SuperFast.
In 2018, she was approached by the previous
owner of SuperFast, with an offer to come
back as the General Manager. She refused the
first and second time she was asked.
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After proving her manager wrong, blazing a trail for women in the industry, and
working hard for eight years, she was promoted to Assistant Manager. In 2012, she
felt a calling to step away from the business and transition into the education
arena. She began in the Russellville school district as a substitute teacher. Then, she
began her Master's program, but would return to SuperFast during school breaks.

In 2019, she received an "out-of-theblue" phone call from a member of the
Splash team, Ben Hurst. He went on to
tell her that Splash was purchasing
SuperFast and wanted to have a sitdown conversation with her to discuss
the lube. The Splash team had heard
from multiple customers and nearly
every team member how incredible
Summer was in her time at SuperFast.
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She had her first conversation with Jeff
Turk, who at the time, was the Director
"HOW YOU COME INTO
of Oil Change Operations. Shortly after,
WORK SETS THE STANDARD
she received a call from Paul Stagg, our
FOR HOW YOUR TEAM WILL President and Owner. Going into the
RESPOND FOR THE REST OF conversation, she didn't know it was an
THE DAY."
official interview, but was quickly
convinced otherwise when Paul extended her a job offer shortly after the
meeting. A few days later, mid-workout, she received a personal call from Paul to
follow-up on the offer. By the end of the conversation, Summer had accepted the
position. Unlearning the way that she had run the store during her previous
tenure, Summer set out to run SuperFast the "Splash way".
When asked about her leadership style, Summer said, "I don't ever ask my team
to do anything I don't or wouldn't want to do. You have to be compassionate and
understanding. You have to know you are the boss but don't have to act like it.
Take the opportunity and work alongside of your team. I want my team to be
happy and love coming into work and I know that starts with me as the leader."
Summer has served customers with excellence from the start of her time with
Splash. We're incredibly fortunate to have Summer on our team.

High School gymnastics state champion
five years of weight-lifting and running
Has visited all 50 states as of may 2021
loves adventure and has been skydiving
has 3 kids: Noah (20), Autumn (17), Eaddie (15)

FUN
FACTS
ABOUT
SUMMER

CORE
VALUE
SPOTLIGHTS
KEEGAN KEMP—
Since he's been at Splash, Keegan
has lived out our core values on a
daily basis, regardless of
circumstances.
He coaches our team and
reinforces our values in a
personable way that "sticks".
Keegan strives for excellence by
always asking for feedback and
ways to improve.
As the picture demonstrates, he is
quick to live out "smile & have
fun".
SPLASH CORE VALUES:
S trive for excellence
P assionately treat others with respect
L ook for opportunities to serve others
A ppreciate our customers & co-workers
S mile & have fun
H onesty & integrity

STRIVING FOR
EXCELLENCE
JOSH HOLT
"Josh is consistently striving for
excellence. Josh helped me open
Chenal store, and within three
months, is now the full-time manager
of this store. He continues to "wow"
us every week with his leadership. He
works hard and serves customers
with a smile, finding ways to make
their day. Josh is also a dad to three
boys and loves to spend time with
them."
- Aaron Borders, Location Manager
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LOOKING FOR
OPPORTUNITIES
TO SERVE
DEMARCUS BURKS
"Demarcus is always willing to lend a
helping hand when he gets the
chance. Recently, Demarcus was not
scheduled to work, but came by the
store an hour before closing time to
try and clean out his car. The closing
team ended up getting hit with a rush
of Interior Super Cleans. He decided
to clock in and help his co-workers
knock the cars out. This act of service
was highly appreciated by all of the
team members that were there."
- Bradrick Brown, Location Manager

PASSIONATELY TREAT
OTHERS WITH RESPECT
JORDAN CHANCELLOR
"Jordan started his career with Splash
(SuperFast) back in 2021 and has really
made a name for himself. He is
passionate about his team members
and always strives to make people feel
good. He is great at customer service
and has been deemed the 'Flush King'
here in Russellville. Recently, Jordan
has taken on the extra role of Process
Coordinator and is doing a great job.
Outside of work Jordan loves to be
around friends and family. He has a
little boy that will be turning one in
May and is the apple of his eye. Jordan's life revolves around his son and
making sure his family is taken care of. His passions include playing guitar and
basketball with his boys. Not only is Jordan great with people from home to
work, he was also voted to have the "best eyes" in high school according to
his buddies Justin Via and Jordan Standridge. Jordan is a great example of a
well-rounded individual that strives for excellence in all facets of life."
- Summer Hutchinson, Location Manager

ALI DANG
"Ali is always happy, smiling, and
laughing with the team. He brings
physical and emotional energy to our
operation. The customer always
comes first and it is hard to find
anyone that will beat him to the
opportunity to serve. He's a great
example of appreciating customers
and co-workers!"
- Codie Harmon, Location Manager
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SMILE & HAVE FUN!

DIFFERENCE
MAKERS &
REVIEWS
AARON BORDERS—
Before getting into the slew of
Team Members who deserve
recognition, we'd be missing an
opportunity if we didn't begin
with Aaron Borders. If you've
been around Splash for long,
you've likely run into Aaron in
some capacity. You probably left
that encounter feeling like a
million bucks. He just has that
personality.
This incredible attitude and
positive demeanor, along with
his work ethic and leadership
abilities, make Aaron immensely
valuable to our team.
Aaron is all about giving others
recognition, but we wanted to
specifically recognize Aaron for
opening the Maumelle and
Chenal Oil Facilities with
excellence!

PARKER DIRST
"Parker is an up-and-coming star in the business. At
Congo, he’s an Emerging Leader, Key-holder, and
Shift Supervisor. Parker is trained in every position at
the store. He takes great pride in helping keep our
facility top-notch. Parker is hungry, humble and
smart. He has the best ability you can have;
defendability. He’s rock solid and our team loves him
for it. We are excited to see his continued growth and
future with our company. "
- Seth Weddle, Location Manager

YAHIR MUNOZ

- Bradrick Brown, Location Manager

COLE DIXON
“Cole is always finding ways to serve his customers
and coworkers. He makes sure that both the
Greenbrier Wash and Lube are open, clean, and ready
for service early every morning. Cole is also very
hard-working, self- driven, and does what it takes to
get the job done with excellence. He is the type of
person this company is always looking for. I am so
happy that he is a part of our Splash family!”
- Bradrick Brown, Location Manager
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"Yahir is a full time student and athlete at Hendrix
College, while also working about 35-40 hours
a week at the wash. He began his Splash journey at
our Rogers location & is now at our Conway location
while he attends college. Yahir always strives for
excellence and always looks for ways to help
the team succeed."

CHRIS KNIGHT
"Chris won the Spirit of Splash award for
Congo. He’s the top-selling Service Guru in
the company and played a big role in breaking
the company record for most plans sold in a
single week. He is dependable and will do
anything we ask him to do with a smile. He
embodies what we look for in the hiring
process, someone who is hungry, humble and
(people) smart. Customers love him because
he’s down-to-earth, is very genuine, and
honest. He appreciates his co-workers and
they love working with him. He’s an Emerging
Leader. He recently became a Key-holder and
Shift Supervisor. His future is bright!"
- Seth Weddle, Location Manager
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CHARISA RODRIGUEZ
"Charisa is the 'make-it-happen' Queen.
Regardless of what is thrown her way, she is
always up for the challenge. She's a joy to have on
the team and elevates the culture of our company
and of our Marketing Team. She's responsible for
all of the creative and great content you see on
social media, as well as the thousands of customer
responses on social media and other forms of
customer communication."
- Justin Young, Dir. of Marketing

GARRETT HARTMAN
"Garrett is an incredible Team Member to work
alongside. He elevates the level of
professionalism, urgency, and commitment to
excellence in any circumstance. Specifically, he
has brought tremendous value to our facility
standards and new store openings. You won't
find many people who are willing to drop what
they're doing at a moment's notice to go help
their team when needed. He's a hard-worker, a
good husband, & a great dad, too. "
- Justin Young, Dir. of Marketing

SHINING
REVIEWS
"The BEST customer service!! EJ was very
helpful and made sure to explain how
everything worked for us! We will definitely
be back. Thank you for hiring people who
care about about your customers."

- Natalie Evans
"Tired of paying 50-75 bucks every week or
other week!!!??? Well with Splash it’s only
once a month as many times as you want!!
You can not beat that!!! And they get you
right! Inside & Out!"

- Amber Curry
"This was the best experience we’ve had
getting an oil change! Everyone was friendly
and helpful, the service was excellent, and
they made sure to explain things to us as
they did it. Our car needed a little more work
than we expected and the gentleman who
talked to us about it was professional but
extremely friendly. We’ll be back for sure!"

- Magnus Fraiser

5 STAR TRACKER
ROGERS:
GEYER SPRINGS:
CONGO:
JFK:
RUSSELLVILLE:
CONWAY:
MORRILTON:
CHENAL:
CABOT:
MAUMELLE:

33
30
25
23
16
10
10
4
2
2

Pictures from our first customer photoshoot

NEW
FACES
MEGAN NOWELL—
Megan is a Location Manager
at our newest wash and oil
facility in Cabot. She previously
worked for Chick-Fil-A and
joined the team in January.
She lives in the Cabot area and
has already demonstrated her
incredible leadership gifts.
Bringing people like Megan
onto the team really elevates
the level of professionalism and
service we are able to provide
our team and our guests.
She will be working alongside
Bryan Hooten to provide the
community with a phenomenal
experience each time they
choose Splash.

NEW FACES
Alice, a UK native, joined the team in January
and works at our Home Office as the
Executive Assistant. She is married to Josh
Harmon on our Facilities team. Together, they
have a son (Miles) & daughter (Isla).

Bryan
Beene

Bryan joined us in December and is in full-swing
servicing our JFK location. Bringing a diverse
skillset in mechanical systems & plumbing, Bryan
will lead the team responsible for service &
preventive maintenance at our current locations.

Roland, a Hungary native, joined us recently
in February. He & his family live in Maumelle
now and Roland primarily works at our Home
Office. He is responsible for vendor relations &
project management for our new locations.

Shawn
Lee

Roland
Csege

With previous IT experience, Shawn is another
recent addition to the Splash family. Him coming
onboard allows us to expand our IT support of
existing facilities, while also increasing the
capacity for new-store installation.

Nick joined us in January of this year & has been
a huge asset to the operations team in just a few
short months. He is on our Service Team and
has already hit the ground running, serving our
stores & improving our wash quality.

Nick
Hefley

Peyton brings an important skillset to our Install
team as he is an experienced welder. This expands
the capacity of our Install Team. He joined the
Facilities Team in February and is excited to help
Splash open our upcoming, new stores.

As the most recent addition to our Accounting
department, Clint works part-time as he finishes
his law and accounting schooling. Clint is from El
Dorado, AR. He's is also married to his wife Emily
and together they have a son (Carter).

Clint
Hays
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Peyton
Lasley

Alice
Harmon

QUARTER'S
FEATURE
STORY
BEN HURST—
Out of everyone on our team,
you'd be hard-pressed to find
anyone with a more positive
outlook & demeanor than Ben.
He's been here for over 13 years
and has found his niche in being
the go-to-guy for handling
anything the team needs. He's
the kind of guy that would give
you the shirt off his back!
On our Facilities Team, he serves
in a variety of ways. You can find
him most-commonly working
with our Install Team at new
locations, but is always willing to
lend a hand wherever he is
needed.
Ben is the oil that keeps the
engine running!

ONE TEAM
"Led by Nathan, this team can conquer any challenge they
face. I'd take this team against any in the country, and I
really mean that. There isn't a harder-working group around.
Nights, weekends, early mornings, late nights... whatever it
takes to get the job done. On top of that, they come to
work every day with a smile on their face, are solutionsoriented and possess the skills necessary to tackle the
challenge at hand. They carry themselves with a little swag.
I'm proud to work alongside them."

- Jeff Turk, Director of Development
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Our Facilities Team has a common aim: to serve and support our Operations
Team while providing a quality product for our customers. This is carried
out in multiple ways, from our Install Team ensuring our state-of-the-art
facilities are setup with excellence, to our Service Team coming alongside
Operations to help maintain our current locations' equipment and facilities.
Our Support Team provides IT solutions, carpentry, and various other
projects that reinforce the team's desire to serve our operations team.

Nathan Swofford
(6 years)

Issac Smith
(4 yrs, 9 mo)

Daniel Swofford
(1 yr, 3 mo)

Donnie Ferguson
(1 yr, 10 mo)

MEET THE
Jeff Turk
(4 yr, 9 mo)

TEAM

Nathan Swofford

Josh Harmon
(6 months)

Install Team Lead

Daniel Swofford

Install Team Lead

Shawn Lee
Peyton Lasley
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Francisco Castillo
Nick Hefley
Tojuan Ratliff
(8 yr, 9 mo)

Support Team (IT)

Carpenter
Service Team Member

Ben Hurst

Logistics Specialist

Carpenter
Project Manager

Tojuan Ratliff

Service Team Member

Josh Harmon

Install Team Member

Chris James
(1 yr, 6 mo)

Francisco Castillo
(4 yr, 6 mo)

Director of IT

Roland Csege

Jeff Turk

Payton Lasley
(1 month)

Install Team Member

Service Team Lead

Saulo Francisco

Saulo Castillo
(7 yr, 6 mo)

Service Team Member

Bryan Beene

Chris James

Roland Csege
(1 month)

Director of Facilities

Isaac Smith

Donnie Ferguson

Shawn Lee
(1 month)

Director of Development

Nick Hefley
(2 months)

Ben Hurst
(13 years)

Bryan Beene
(3 months)

THREE FOCUSED TEAMS

INSTALL TEAM

Our Install Team is a group of
professionals that are
responsible for the installation
of equipment during facility
remodels and new location
builds. They install everything
from our water reclamation
system to our wash
equipment to our carwash
tunnel controller and motor
control center. They are
skilled electricians, plumbers,
welders and mechanical
system installers.

SUPPORT TEAM

SERVICE TEAM

Our Service Team Members
are responsible for the
equipment at our facilities.
They oversee the carwash
tunnels, automatic and selfserve bay equipment, making
sure they are performing
optimally to produce the best
product for our customers.
These Team Members with
diverse backgrounds in
mechanical systems, welding,
plumbing, electrical systems
and carwash functions also
partner with the store
Operations Team in
maintaining the overall
excellence of our facilities.
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Our Support Team is
responsible for supporting our
Install and Service Teams as
well as providing support for
our Operations Team. These
members help at both new
store installations and existing
facilities with everything
from IT support to carpentry,
from project management at
new sites to small projects
and deliveries of materials
and equipment.

JOSH

HARMON
Josh was born in Little
Rock, AR, graduating
high school from
Southside Bee Branch.
Upon graduating, he
went to work in sales
for Glazers. In 2015, he
got the travel bug and
took an extended trip
to Asia, where he
fostered his passion for
international travel.
Upon returning from
Asia, he went to work
for a cabinet company,
but couldn't shake the
urge to travel. He went
on to travel to Europe,
where he met his wife,
Alice. Three months

later, they were
engaged and were then
married in 2018. Josh &
Alice lived in London
for a few years after
first marrying, where
they had their two
children, Miles and Isla.
They moved to the
United States at the
end of 2021. Both Josh
and Alice are a part of
the Splash Family now.
Josh serves on our
Installation Team within
our Facilities
Department and Alice
is the Executive
Assistant to the CEO at
ourHome Office.

TOJUAN
RATLIFF
Tojuan was born and
raised in Conway, AR.
After getting restless in
his counseling and
therapy role, Tojuan was
seeking a change of
pace. After stopping by
Splash, he landed a job
under the leadership of
Shea Decker. He began
as a SWAT Team
Member in 2012. When
presented with the
opportunity to manage
our Morrilton location,
Tojuan took ownership
of it, even performing
service-related tasks. He
learned quickly that he
loved working with his
hands. Tojuan said,
"Give me some tools
and let me work on this"
often

as he was first learning.
He went on to say,
"Splash is a great place
to work for, they have a
great core value
system, great people
who really care, a great
home-feel, and it never
gets boring. It's
something different
every day and that's
what keeps you
engaged. This company
will challenge you, it
will give you room to
grow. That's what I love
about it." He is Married
to his wife Kiera. They
have three children,
Kaveion (12), Sariyah
(11), and Lilea (6). They
also care for their niece,
Addison (12).

Splash is characterized by
doing things a bit
unconventionally at times.
Most carwash operators
have the general
contractor or a thirdparty service team do the
installation of their
equipment.
At Splash, our Install
Team installs 100% of our
equipment, from the
conveyor belts, to the
water reclaim systems,
our team does it all.
They have spent
thousands of hours
dedicated to perfecting
this skill and have done an
incredible job with the
opening of our first new
carwash tunnel since
2018 (Cabot).

In addition to doing the
complete installation at
our new stores, our
Facilities Team also
handles all of the ongoing
maintenance and
preventive maintenance
at our current locations.
From air valves to
chemical intake to
monitoring the pressure
of our contouring wrap
brushes, the Service
Team can do it all.
Their servant-minded
culture and commitment
to excellence makes a
huge difference to our
Splash Family and to our
customers. Putting out a
clean, dry, and shiny car is
their speciality!

THEIR MOST
RECENT TEAM WIN

CABOT IS OPEN!
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The Facilities Team most recently finished our newest wash
location in Cabot. With this being our first build since 2018, a lot
has changed to improve our facilities and wash quality. From the
equipment setup to the knowledge that our most recently hired
Team Members have brought to the table, our Cabot Wash is the
best wash tunnel in the entire company. This build was very
foundational for our Facilities Team to dial in exactly what is
needed at each new project. This tunnel is 150 ft., our longest
tunnel, and is quite the light-show as well. Good job, guys!

NEW & NEXT
LOCATIONS
MAKING A SPLASH—
With much our West Little Rock
and Maumelle stores on the
horizon, the opportunity for team
member growth is plentiful.
Our Director of Operations,
Griffin Kuhn always says, "We
never promise growth, but we do
promise opportunity for growth".
Over the next few years of
expansion, our Team Members
will be provided plenty of
opportunity to rise to the occasion
by living out the Splash core
values.
The growth is exciting, but is
hugely dependent on our people
seizing the opportunity to step up
and step into leadership.
Our new facilities will primarily be
express tunnel washes. All will be
state-of-the art facilities!

4 LOCATIONS
OPENED
The last quarter was a big one for Splash! It was a
group effort, spearheaded by the aforementioned
Facilities & Install Teams. The future is bright for the
Splash family, with much growth and opportunity on
the horizon. This first wave of new locations is a
foundational step for Splash. We are encouraged by
our Chenal, Cabot, and Maumelle Oil Change
locations, reinforcing the notion that customers are
craving a nice, clean, and quick facility to take care of
their oil change needs. Our Operations Team and
other supporting departments like HR, Marketing,
and Accounting all put immense amount of effort into
these openings. Because of the team effort by our
incredible people, all 4 locations opened with
excellence.

Cabot Ribbon Cutting Event, March 2022

CHENAL (LUBE)

CABOT (LUBE)

MAUMELLE (LUBE)
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CABOT (WASH)

NEW
STORES
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It's hard to believe that it has been
2018 since we built our last fullservice wash. The time has come!
With our Cabot Express Wash
Tunnel open, we're now gearing up
for two incredibly unique and
exciting locations. They will be two
of the largest stores in the United
States at over 35,000 sq. ft. The
Maumelle location is a renovated
Walmart Neighborhood Market
and the West Little Rock Location
is taking the place of the previous
Altitude Trampoline Park.
Equipped with a double wash
tunnel in West Little Rock and
indoor member vacuums at both,
these facilities will be unlike
anything Arkansas has seen before.

FUTURE LOCATIONS
West Little Rock (Chenal)
Maumelle (Audubon)
Sherwood (Kiehl)
Russellville (Main St.)
Greenbrier (Hwy. 65)
Bentonville (Redbud)
Fayetteville (Joyce)
Conway (Dave Ward)
+ more in progress!

SPLASH IN THE NEWS
PUBLIC PRESS RELEASE | JANUARY 2022

SPLASH BRINGING ONE OF THE NATION’S
LARGEST CAR WASHES TO LITTLE ROCK
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (Jan. 12, 2021) –Arkansas-based, family-owned
Splash Car Wash is completing work on one of the top-10 largest car
wash facilities in the nation later this Spring. It will be located in Little
Rock at 15701 Chenal Parkway (former Altitude Trampoline Park).

“Because of the years of experience we have cleaning cars coupled with
the opportunities we’ve had to travel the U.S. and western Europe
studying best practices, we are able to bring a unique and memorable
experience to our customers,” Paul Stagg, Splash founder and CEO,
said. “But all of that would be wasted if it were not for our genuine and
caring team that loves to serve others.”
In addition to the Little Rock facility, Splash plans to begin an additional
eight locations in 2022 including Maumelle (117 Audubon Dr.), Cabot
(210 Willie Ray Dr.), Conway (870 Enterprise Ave.), Bentonville (1005 S.
Walton Blvd.), Greenbrier (98 S Broadview), Russellville (E Main St.),
Sherwood (near the corner of Brockington & Kiehl). Colliers is also
providing brokerage, development and facility management services
for each location.
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Splash Chenal EOL, LLC purchased the property in June 2021. The
35,233-square-feet facility marks the company’s 14th location. Features
will include: Two car wash tunnels, two express interior cleaning belts,
indoor member vacuums’, 10-minute oil change facility on-site, ultra
high-speed charging station for electric vehicles, state-of-the-art water
recycling system, energy-saving motors touch-less kiosk experience
with license plate recognition technology, kid-friendly and relaxing
lobby with refreshments.

SMILING
FACES
OF SPLASH
BRYAN HOOTEN—
There's just something about
working at Splash that makes
you want to smile.
Despite his military background,
work ethic, and drive to be the
best, Bryan Hooten can't even
help but smile.
More importantly, this serves as
a "shout-out" to Bryan for doing
such a phenomenal job,
alongside Megan and team, in
opening up our Cabot location.
The following few pages serve as
a reminder of our "one family"
verbiage throughout the
newsletter. Though spread
apart, we carry a common
mission: share a smile and give
people service like the good-oledays.

SMILING FACES OF SPLASH

SMILING FACES OF SPLASH

THANK YOU!
Dear Splash Family,

Thank you, again. This year will be a
memorable one for our Splash family!
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To our dedicated, hardworking employees
and our loyal customers. Thank you for
making 2021 the best year we as a Splash
Family could've had. The past year
provided many great memories, new
challenges, and an abundance of
opportunity. Together we were able to
continue to do what we do best: providing
best-in-class wash, oil change, and express
detailing services. Our growth is exciting,
but we'll forever cherish the "early years".
As we look ahead to opening more state-ofthe-art facilities, remember that bringing
ear-to-ear smiles to our customers is one of
the most impactful things we can do. We
wouldn't be able to tackle the growth
ahead and the business of each day
without you. Because of our customers and
team, we are able to continue expanding to
reach every corner of our state with a
great wash and oil change experience.

ONE
FAMILY

